
BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Creative

Animal Puppets
Min Age: 3 years

Animals, puppets, theatre, stories, imaginative

Se;ection of animal puppets which can be used 
for puppet shows, story telling or general 
imaginative play. Great for using with the puppet 
theatre.

0406 *T0406*

Aquadraw mats - Dora
Min Age: 2 years

Using the water filled pen, magically transform 
the special sheets to reveal your favourite Dora 
the explorer characters

Set of 4 sheets which when used with the special 
water filled pen, magically reveal pictures of 
Dora the Explorer and friends. Once dry the 
sheets return to white.

0636 *T0636*

Creative

Aquadraw mats - Thomas
Min Age: 2 years

Using a water filled pen, magically transform 
special sheets to reveal pictures of your favourite 
engines

Set of 4 sheets which when you ise the special 
water filled pen are transformed into pictures of 
your favourite Thomas characters. When dry 
they return to white sheets.

0635 *T0635*

Art Desk
Min Age:

Creative, fine motor skills, imaginative, drawing, 
patterns

A creative unit with lots of different features to 
enocurage your creativity including stencils, 
pencils and ideas

0385 *T0385*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Creative

Bilibo
Min Age: 2 years

What is it? It can be whatever you want it to be... 
A seat, a hat, a shell, a helmet, a bucket... Have 
creative and imaginative fun with the bilibo!

Have creative and imaginative fun with the 
Bilibo - it can whatever you want it to be - a 
helmet, a seat, a bucket, a shell or a giant's 
thimble.

0639 *T0639*

Doodle Designer
Min Age: 2 years

Hand eye co-ordination, imaginative play, fine  
motor skills, Fisher Price

Creativity without the mess - you can draw, write 
or make patterns then simply slide to clear and 
start again. Comes with shapes and pen.

0472 *T0472*

Creative

Doodle Pro
Min Age: 2 years

Creative, imaginative, sensory, hand eye co-
ordination

Magic board which you can draw, write or create 
patterns on. Then simply wipe clean and strart 
again. No mess creativity.

0431 *T0431*

Drawing Easel
Min Age: 18 months

Fisher Price, drawing,

Gel easel with "pen" and marking blocks - one 
sweep with the eraser and you can start again. 
Sensory drawing without the mess!

0115 *T0115*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Creative

People Puppets
Min Age: 3 years

Puppets, people, stories, theatre, imaginative

7 different puppets which are great for puppet 
shows, telling stories, or for imaginative games 
includes chararcters of all backgrounds

0405 *T0405*

Pop up Puppet Theatre
Min Age:

Imaginative, creative, performance, puppets, 
story, listening

Pop up theatre for performances - great to use 
with the animal or people puppet sets

0547 *T0547*

Creative

Potter's Workshop
Min Age: 8 years

pottery, clay, pots, mess

Mini potter's workshop including pedal operated 
wheel and accessories to help create your own 
designs.
You will need to buy clay separately.

0330 *T0330*

Puppet Theatre
Min Age:

Cloth theatre, hangs on a door, time of next 
show, imaginative, creative

Fabric puppet theatre which can hang on a door 
frame or put anywhere e.g. Back of a chair 
where smaller children can reach. Goes well with 
the animal or people puppets; children can make 
up stories and perform to friends and family

0407 *T0407*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Creative

Star Station
Min Age:

Fisher Price, singing, listening, copying

Early karaoke style game with microphone and 
backing tracks to sing along to

0395 *T0395*

Thomas Aquadraw
Min Age: 2 years

Use the special water filled pen to draw on the 
mat together with a "track" maker to create lots 
of places for the Thomas train to move along 
with noises

Use the special water filled roller pen to create 
train tracks on the floor mat and then Thomas 
magically follows the track whilst playing that well 
known tune and moving around the mat

0669 *T0669*

Creative

Threading cotton reels
Min Age: 3 years

threading, creative, imaginative, colours, counting

Have fun threading different coloured cotton 
reels helping with fine motor skills, co-ordination 
and imagination

0031 *T0031*

Tomy Aquasketcher
Min Age: 2.5 years

Water pen, drawing, sketching, stencils, floor mat

Large floor or table mat which when used with 
the special water filled pen can be filled with 
drawings, designs and patterns. Once dry, you 
can strart all over again as the marks magically 
disappear!

0568 *T0568*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Creative

Tomy Megasketcher
Min Age: 2 years

creative, imaginative

Drawing board with no mess. Use the pen 
provided and marks patterns, marks and 
drawings on the board which simply disappear 
with one slide of the cleaner.

0557 *T0557*
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